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T&CEnzymatic Biodiesel Production from Waste Cooking Oil
Using Microbial Strain Fusarium oxysporum. Biodiesel
production from waste cooking oil was performed in a
continuous process using Fusarium oxysporum, which

utilizes waste cooking oil as its carbon source to produce
fatty acid ester. An oil/fatty acid mixture was obtained by

shaking the flasks with 5% inoculum of strain F. oxysporum
in a 2-L flask (V/V) for 10 days at 30 °C and 150 rpm. After
the fermentation reaction, glycerol was separated from the
reaction medium by a multi-effect evaporator and total fatty

acid was obtained by drying the fermentation broth. Fatty
acid methyl esters (FAMEs) were prepared by

transesterification of total fatty acid. The FAMEs were
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analyzed by gas chromatography (GC) and gas
chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS), and then

biodiesel yield was calculated by mole percentage of FAMEs.
This study revealed that F. oxysporum can produce FAMEs
efficiently and the biodiesel yield from waste cooking oil
reached 68.3% by glycerol recovery rate.Q: Does SDL

Tridion have a concept of "minimal" pages? In the standard
SDL Tridion implementation, you can define a navigation
structure. For example, you can provide a top navigation

(generated from a set of component templates), then link to
one of the channel pages, and then have the navigation

repeat for each of the other channel pages. So, if you have a
Components page with 20 components on it, you will get a
navigation similar to the following: [This is a component]

[Link to Component] [Link to Component] [Link to
Component] [Link to Component] [Link to Component] ...

[Link to Component] However, SDL Tridion allows the
navigation to be defined at multiple levels. For example, you
could define a "Structure" component that would serve up a
navigation bar at the top of the page. If this component is
defined in an Components, Pages, or Structure Template,

the navigation bar would repeat
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. A flexible foam was used. Supplemental figures show
images of the application of the agent. groove agent 4 crack

18 . O nce the agents are dry, they start immediately or a
blend must be applied to the agent. Inspection and Agent
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